SQL Query Manager ++ (SQM++)
Over time when working with SQL queries and using different data bases, you have to relate to a lot of SQL queries,
and probably use different tools to query the different sources. SQM++ is developed to have one central interface
into your different data sources.
SQM++ has 2 basic purposes:
1. Help you in the work with SQL queries, especially when working with different data sources.
In this interface you can easily test, save and structure your SQL queries. Then it will also be easier to find your
SQLs later, change or use them as samples for new queries.
Basic functions:
-

Add SQL’s using a defined connection
Run the SQL to test it
Save the SQL to keep it
Structure your SQL’s in different Workspaces (File folders)
Run SQL’s to make exports
Run SQL’s to alter databases
Copy SQL’s between Workspaces
Find SQLs by name or content.

Supported databases are all databases that can be accessed using a connection string from an OLE DB or ADO DB
connection.
It is mostly used with MS SQL server and Oracle (where you need the Oracle client).
In addition, it is well working with Microsoft Dynamics CRM using fetch XML, both on 365 and on premise.
It works also with MS SQL Azure and Text files.

The other main purpose with SQM++ is to:
2. Build you own Data warehouse
SQL Query Manager ++ can help you to build your own data warehouse that can collect data from different sources
into one single database. Normally companies have different systems using different databases. It could be that you
shall make reports combining data from an ERP system with data from your CRM system. The CRM system could be
cloud based.
Having a local data warehouse where data is “cleaned” and aggregated, makes it easier for software like Excel or
Reporting services to use it as data sources.
SQM ++ is designed to build the data warehouse on MS SQL server.
The queries you have stored in your workspace can be used as sources for creating the Data Warehouse.
Note that instead of creating and updating tables on SQL server, it is possible to create text files instead. Then you
can create text files which for example can be imported to other systems.
Your Data Warehouse is kept updated by Scheduled tasks:
-

The task has a SQL source (SQL Query and a connection string) to extract the data that you want to insert to
your warehouse table
The task has a target table name and a target connection string
The task has a Schedule. To define how often and when it runs,

How to
Start SQL Query Manager ++
Logon as admin, leave password as is.

Figure: Logon

First time use on a computer, you get prompted to set the INI directory:

Figure: Set ini file

Click the button “Set ini file directory” (where the basic ini file is stored keeping track of all workspaces)

Figure: Browse Dialog, to select ini directory

Choose an existing directory or Create a new to be used. Click OK. And the path will come up in the dialog shown in
Figure Browse Dialog. Click OK to set the path.
Then you need to set a Workspace where all SQL shall be stored. This is also a directory on your computer or a
network share. A workspace is the same as a file folder, to help to structure your queries. Instead of having hundreds
of queries in the same workspace/folder, it makes a better overview to structure the queries for example by source
or system they are working with.
For example, you can have a separate workspace for ERP queries and another workspace for CRM queries. Or you
can built it more detailed like a “ERP warehouse” workspace or a “ERP Finance“ workspace. But don’t worry, queries
can easily be copied between workspaces since it is hard to know the need in the start.

Figure: Set Workspace dialog

Click on the Button “Browse to Workspace”, and browse to a directory you will use as workspace directory:

Figure: Browse Dialog

Click Ok,

Figure. Name your Workspace

Then give the Workspace a name. The suggested name is the same as Path, but it can be changed.

These steps is only required at first time start up on a computer or for the user profile.

Work with queries:
SQL Query Manager ++ is not replacing graphical tools like MS SQL Management studio. Where you can see relations
between tables in a graphical interface. When needing such interface, it is good to do them in other tools, and paste
in the built SQL’s to SQL Query Manager ++, where you have a structured place to save your queries.

Add a Connection to access your database

Figure: Add Connection string

Add a SQL Query

Figure: Add SQL query

The SQL is then visible in the SQL list:

Figure: Your first query is saved

When changing a saved SQL, the Update Button becomes red. Click the Update button to Update the SQL and the
button turns green.

Figure: Change your query

Next sample is done by adding a connection to access Dynamics CRM in 365, then use a Fetch XML (the fetch xml
syntax can be exported from Advanced Find in CRM). Then clicking the Run button will bring up the result in the Grid
below.

Figure: Execute your query

Figure: Another sample

Over time working with SQL Query Manager ++, you might get a lot of queries and it will be nice to have the
possibility so search to find a query. There are two options; find the SQL by name or find it by content of the SQL
statement.

Figure: Find SQL by name or content

Build a SQL by testign and adding field.
In the next sample we will look on how to create the SQL and add fields from the grid. We start with select all
columns from the table and if a large table, limit returned rows by using “TOP 10” to return only 10 rows for the test.

Figure: Select all columns

You can right click in the grid to add the Column name to the sql where the cursor is.

Figure: Add the columns you need

Another way to generate a base SQL for a table is to use the Tools Form, available from the File menu / Open Tools
Form.

Type the table name, select the connection and press test to check if the table name and connection is set up
properly.

You can run a SQL to select all columns from the table. Record count to be returned and displayed in the grid is
default 100 and can be changed by the prompt.

Grid will be filled with the result:

You can generate a SQL statement based on the table name you have typed or selected from saved table names.
You can add a filter from the grid where you have the test result.

Figure: Add filter based on grid sample

Then you can generate the SQL statement that will include the filter above:

Figure: Generate a SQL

Other Basic functions
When working with queries towards different sources the number of queries can be high. So then it could be smart
to arrange your queries into different Workspaces or physical folders on a network share. From the Workspace
menu you can select Switch Workspace.

Figure: Switch Workspace

Then you will get up a Dialog where you can Switch to another Workspace or Create a New Workspace. If Creating
new workspace you will get a browse folder dialog, and then be prompted for a Workspace name (like figure Browse
Dialog).

Figure: Select the Workspace

Functions related to the SQL edit box

Figure: SQL editor functions

Zoom out to get a bigger edit box with bigger text or Zoom in, to get it smaller. Search in the SQL to highlight the
word you are searching for.

Data dictionary picker
The Data dictionary picker is a dialog where you can find tables, select the table and fields to generate a SQL
statement instead of writing it or copy it form another Tool.
To use the data dictionary picker, you have to create 2 ini files, one for all your table fields and one for all tables.
SQL Query Manager ++ can create these files of you can make a query to extract the data dictionary information:

When these files are created, you can use the data dictionary picker to create SQLs.

Build you own Data warehouse
SQL Query Manager ++ can help you to build your own data warehouse that can collect data from different sources
into on single database. Normally companies have different systems using different databases. It could be that you
shall make reports combining data from an ERP system with data from your CRM system. The CRM system could be
cloud based.
Having a local data warehouse where data is “cleaned” and aggregated, makes it easier for software like Excel or
Reporting services to use it as data sources.
SQM ++ is designed to build the data warehouse on MS SQL server.
The queries you have stored in your workspace can be used as sources for creating the Data Warehouse.
Note that instead of creating and updating tables on SQL server, it is possible to create text files instead. Then you
can create text files which for example can be imported to other systems.

How to set up a Task
This is done by selecting the saved SQL you want to use and press the “Add as Task” button.

Figure: Add SQL as Task. The SQL will be used as the source for the new task.

The first time you add a task, you need to specify the Task directory. The task directory is a separate directory where
the source SQL is copied to. To not be affected by eventually changing the SQLs in the workspace later.

Figure: Set Task directory.

After clicking OK, you are back to the main window (figure 14) and need to click “Add as Task” once more. Note that
this is a onetime initial setting, so next time you add a task you don’t need to set the task directory,
Then the Task Dialog comes up where you define more settings for the task, like source connection string (which
should be the same as for the Query used as source). The target table name and a target connection string should
also be defined. This is the Database on your SQL server that you want to use as your data warehouse. The task
needs a Schedule defining when and how often it runs, to update the target table in the data warehouse.

Figure: Task setup.

Select the Source Connection and Target Connection. Initially you need to add Target connection which is the
connection string to the SQL server database to use as Warehouse database. Type in a logical connection name and
the connection string with provider type, name of SQL server, database name, user id and password having
necessary write access to the database. And then click the “Add Target Connection” button to Save it.

Figure: Add Target Connection

At the bottom of the Task setup dialog you have to tick the Days you want the task to be executed. 06:00 is default
time. You can delete this and add other times. Below the time dropdown you can select to Rebuild Table and/or
Rebuild Index.
Rebuild Table needs to be done if you change the SQL source, because then a new column set need to be re-created
in the warehouse database, by the SQM++ Scheduler. Rebuild Index can be done to improve performance because
indexes can be defragmented.
Use of Indexes optimize the performance for your data warehouse reporting.
To add indexes for the Target table click “Show Fields from Source” (see figure below). Then the fields appear in the
list and you can click the blue < button to add as Index. You can define it as Unique, Clustered or both.
Remember to Save the Task (right lower corner of the dialog).

Figure: Show Fields From Source

Change the SQL for your task.
If you need to change the SQL for your task, find the task and click the “Show SQL Statement” button.

Figure: Show the SQL behind the task
Then an instant of the main form appears with the SQL in the SQL editor. But it is not linked to the original SQL statement it was created from.
There is a separate button to Update the SQL for the task. The other Update button (red in the figure below), is used for updating SQLs in the
list. This makes it flexible. So you can both decide to update the Task SQL by typing, or by selecting a saved SQL in the list and Update the Task
SQL from this.

Figure: Update Task SQL statement

Warehouse Scheduler
This is the tool that actually are executing the tasks and updates the data warehouse:

To start this tool, just tick the box “Load Scheduler if No Logon”

Wait 30 seconds and it will start. It remember the last used check value, so you can put the SQL Query Manager ++
shortcut in your Startup folder, to make it launch when the computer (being the Scheduler computer) starts up.

SQM ++ also works with SQL server in Azure:

Figure: Azure sample

Logging the result
You can check the result of the Tasks by clicking the “Open Log” button:

Figure: Task Log
If you want to re-run a task at current day, you can remove the task sequence for todays date, from the History list.

